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gas valve F, and scavenging valve s, and at the other end in a water tower
wt communicating with the delivery water.
Bearing in mind the ordinary cycle of a four-stroke internal-combustion
engine, the operation of the pump is easily followed.
Suppose a mixture of gas and air to be compressed into the top of the
combustion chamber by the pressure of water in the long arm of the U-pipe,
and then electrically fired. The explosion pressure sets the whole column
ol water in motion, and the continued pressure of the expanding gases adds
momentum to the water. This large body of water cannot come to rest
suddenly; its inertia carries it outwards towards the water tower until the
pressure in the combustion chamber falls below that of the atmosphere.
The exhaust valve E then opens by its own weight, the scavenging valve s
is opened by the atmospheric pressure outside, and water is sucked in through
the valves v from the supply tank. A light non-return valve fitted to the
exhaust valve prevents previously expelled exhaust products from returning
to the pump chamber. Its momentum being exhausted, the water flows back
along the play pipe D, closing the scavenging valve, and driving the burnt
gases out of the combustion chamber until the exhaust valve E is shut by
the direct impact of the rising water. The trapped air and spent gases are
then compressed into the combustion head to a pressure which, due to the	h
work done in bringing the column of water to rest, is considerably in excess	'f
of the pumping head. Accordingly the water -column makes a rebound
outwards, again lowering the combustion chamber pressure below that of
the atmosphere. This time the exhaust valve and scavenging valve are
prevented from opening by a pressure-operated interlocking gear which
simultaneously releases the inlet valve F, so that this opens and a charge of
gas and air is admitted. The water column, having exhausted its momentum,
returns inwards, compressing the new charge and firing it automatically by
a pressure-operated ignition apparatus, thus starting a fresh, series of opera-
tions.
This working cycle is shown clearly on the time-base diagram, fig. 47.
The charge is compressed from A to b and fired at B, whence the pressure
rises to c. Whilst the water column makes its long outward movement the
gases expand from c to D where the exhaust valve opens, scavenging begins,
and water enters through the suction valve. At E the water column reverses
and exhaust continues to F, where cushioning begins and finishes at G when
the water column comes to rest. The short rebound stroke of the water
column then commences, and the cushion expands to h; here the new charge
is admitted until j is reached, at which point the water column again reverses
and compression begins ready for the next cycle. The corresponding
thermodynamic cycle is given at the right-hand side of the time-base diagram,
and corresponding points are similarly lettered.
The rate of working of a Humphrey pump depends upon the weight of
water in the play pipe, and this is determined during the design, by varying	ij|
the length of the pipe.    The longer the pipe the greater the weight of the	f
water column, and for a given volume of mixture in the charge the less will

